YAHADIAN

(YAHADIAN)
Te Jahadian worden aldus de bewoners van den bendenloop der Kais-rivier (Dafoe enz.) vereenigd.

Yahadian is spoken in two villages, Yahadian and Mugim near the mouth of the Kais River. Each village has its own dialect.
- Voorhoeve 1975b:441.

+ 700 [speakers]
Villages: Yahadian and Mugim, each with its own dialect.
- Voorhoeve 1975f:34.

7 Flassy and Stokhof (1979) combine Inanwatan, Puragi, with communalects called Yamarema and Saga, under what they call the Miraga language, and Konda, Yahadian, Mugim and Kampong Baru under what they call the Ogit language, a name used by Voorhoeve (1975a) as an alterantive name for the Moraid language ...

9 The name Ogit is used by Flassy and Stokhof (1979) as the name for a language which combines Konda, Yahadian, Mugim and Kampong Baru in Voorhoeve's (1975a) present classification of the South Bird's Head Stock.

Flassy and Stokhof (1979) combine Inanwatan, Puragi, with communalects called Yamarema and Saga, under what they call the Miraga language, and Konda, Yahadian, Mugim and Kampong Baru under what they call the Ogit language, a name used by Voorhoeve (1975a) as an alternative name for the Moraid language of the West Bird's Head stock-level Family of the West Papuan Phylum ...
- Wurm 1982:200, n.2.

Yahadian (Jahadian; Yabin Yahadian; Nerigo)
POP: +/- 500
LOC: South Bird's Head between lower Metamani and Sekak Rivers along Maccluer Gulf ...
VILLAGE(S):
Mugim
- Silzer & Heikkinen 1984:97.

(Jahadian; Yabin Yahadian; Nerigo)
500
YABIN FAMILY

YAHADIAN. The Yahadian language has about 500 speakers. It is also known as Yabin-Yahadian. Yahadian is spoken in the area south east of Konda and west of Puragi.
- Berry & Berry 1987b:92.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Dialect</th>
<th>Villages</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Est. Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yahadian</td>
<td>MUGIM</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Berry & Berry 1987b:98.

Yahadian: 700 speakers reported in 1978, in the south Bird's Head, Irian Jaya. Also called Nerigo.
- Comrie 1992nn:43.

South Bird's Head, between lower Mintamani River and Sekak River along Maccluer Gulf. ...

YAHADIAN (NERIGO, JAHADIAN) ... 500 (1991 SIL). South Bird's Head, between lower Mintamani River and Sekak River along Maccluer Gulf. ...
- Grimes 1996.

YAHADIAN (NERIGO, JAHADIAN) ... 500 (1991 SIL). South Bird's Head, between lower Mintamani River and Sekak River along Maccluer Gulf. Linguistic affiliation: Trans-New Guinea, South Bird's Head-Timor-Álör-Pantar, South Bird's Head, Konda-Yahadian.

... Yahadian, of the Konda-Yahadian family, spoken in the villages Mugim and Yahadian, is the western neighbour of the Inanwatan language.
- de Vries 1996:98.

... Yahadian, of the Konda-Yahadian family, spoken in the villages Mugim and Yahadian, is the western neighbour of the Inanwatan language. ...
- de Vries 2000:139.

... The western neighbour of the Inanwatan language is Yahadian, of the Konda-Yahadian family, which is spoken in the villages Mugim, Yahadian and (parts of) Kais by around 1,200 people.
- de Vries 2002:89.
(KONDA-YAHADIAN)

Konda, spoken in the villages Konda and Sisir in the Teminabuan district, and Yahadian seem to be dialects of the Konda-Yahadian language. Speakers of the Mugim-Yahadian variety claimed that they could easily understand Konda speakers. They also claimed that they could not understand Tehit, and that they hardly understood Puragi and the language of Makororo, a village on the Kais river where a dialect of May Brat is spoken.

(Nerigo)
Jahadian, Moegim (+ 670 zielen).
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